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B
iological motors can generate force
and motion in living systems using
the chemical energy of adenosine tri-

phosphate (ATP) molecules as a fuel. Since
these motor proteins are much smaller in
size and better in fuel efficiency compared
to any man-made motors, they have been
drawing attention as a key component for
highly efficient nanomechanical systems.1�3

For such nanomechanical systems based on
motor protein, it is crucial to control the
motility of the motor protein in real-time.
Many researchers have tried to control the
activity of motor proteins utilizing various
methods such as microfluidics4�7or UV-
active compounds.8�10 However, themethod
based on microfluidics required extra steps
suchasbufferexchangeandcouldnotbeused
for local control of biomotor motility.4�7

In the case of the DMNPE-caged ATP meth-
od, the initial concentration was limited
to ∼0.5 mM because the DMNPE-caged ATP
molecules acted as a competitive inhibitor
for motor protein.8�10 Also, one should be
cautious in minimizing the illumination to
avoid unwanted release of caged ATP.8�10

These strategies based on microfluidics or
caged ATP can efficiently turn on or off the
biomotor activity by controlling chemical
environments, but they require bulky sys-
tems which could not be integrated into
compact devices for nanomechanical sys-
tems. As a solution for such device integra-
tion, electrical control methods have been
studied to control the motor protein mo-
tions. However, previous electrical control
methods often suffered from various limita-
tions such as slow response in on/off cyclic
control,11 poor on/off ratio,12 and a lack of

localized-control capability.13,14 On the
other hand, graphene has been drawing
attention as a possible electrical component
for biological applications15,16 due to its
exotic properties such as chemical stability,
high conductivity, high flexibility, and good
transparency.17,18 However, the motility of
motor protein on graphene has not been
demonstrated yet. Herein, we developed a
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ABSTRACT

We report a graphene�polymer hybrid nanostructure-based bioenergy storage device to turn

on and off biomotor activity in real-time. In this strategy, graphene was functionalized with

amine groups and utilized as a transparent electrode supporting the motility of biomotors.

Conducting polymer patterns doped with adenosine triphosphate (ATP) were fabricated on the

graphene and utilized for the fast release of ATP by electrical stimuli through the graphene.

The controlled release of biomotor fuel, ATP, allowed us to control the actin filament

transportation propelled by the biomotor in real-time. This strategy should enable the

integrated nanodevices for the real-time control of biological motors, which can be a

significant stepping stone toward hybrid nanomechanical systems based on motor proteins.

KEYWORDS: biomotor . actin filament . myosin . graphene . conducting
polymer . polypyrrole
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graphene�polymer hybrid nanostructure-based bio-
energy storage device which allowed us to switch the
biomotor activity between on-and-off states in real-
time. In this strategy, conducting polymer patterns
containing ATP, as fuel storage, were prepared via

photolithography on amine-functionalized graphene
substrates. The amine-functionalized graphene surface
supported the motor protein motion with the motility
even higher than conventional substrates such as a
glass substrate coated with nitrocellulose. ATP mol-
ecules were released from the conducting polymer
patterns by an electrical stimulus through graphene,
which successfully activated motor protein motility. As
a proof of concept, we demonstrated the repeated
activation and deactivation of motor protein activities
by electrical stimuli in the media with hexokinase
which depleted remaining ATP. This result is the first
demonstration of the motor protein-induced transpor-
tation of the actin filaments on graphene and the real-
time control of the motility using the integrated fuel

supply device. Since our method does not use high-
temperature processing steps or any unconventional
fabrication method, graphene�polymer hybrid devices

can be an ideal strategy for integrated hybrid nano-
mechanical systems based on motor protein.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a shows a schematic diagram depicting the
fabrication procedure of our graphene�polymer hy-
brid device. We fabricated ATP-doped polypyrrole
(PPy-ATP) patterns on a functionalized graphene sub-
strate for a bioenergy storage device. The doped
conducting polymers on conventional metallic electro-
des have been utilized for the controlled release of
bioactive chemicals19�23 and the control of rather slow
processes such as cell growth.24,25 The detailed proce-
dure for our fabrication method for ATP-doped poly-
pyrrole patterns on graphene can be found in the
Materials and Methods section. Briefly, multilayered
graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

Figure 1. Graphene�polymer hybrid nanostructures for the real-time control of biological motors. (a) Schematic diagram
depicting the fabrication procedure of a graphene�polymer hybrid device and in vitro motility assay on the device. (i)
Graphene transfer and functionalization. Thegraphene layer transferred onto a glass substratewas functionalizedwith amine
groups by coating it with 1-pyrenebutylamine. (ii) Deposition of a Ti/Au electrode by thermal evaporation through a shadow
mask. (iii) Fabrication of photoresist patterns on the graphene substrate via photolithography. (iv) Electrochemical
deposition of ATP-doped conducting polymer (PPy-ATP). Photoresist prevents the deposition of conducting polymer. (v)
Removal of photoresist. (vi) In vitromotility assay on the device. (b) Schematic diagram depicting the real-time control of the
motility of actomyosin utilizing a graphene�polymer hybrid device. (c) Optical image of transparent graphene on a glass
substrate. The black dotted square indicates the region covered by graphene. (d) Optical micrograph of PPy-ATP patterns on
the graphene substrate. The square-shaped black regions represent PPy-ATP patterns.
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was transferred onto a glass substrate. Then, the
graphene substrate was functionalized with amine
groups by immersing it in a 1-pyrenebutylamine solu-
tion (Figure 1a(i)). In the solution, the 1-pyrenebutyla-
mine adhered to the graphene surface via π�π
interaction.26,27 After the functionalization, a Ti/Au elec-
trodewasdepositedvia thermalevaporation (Figure1a(ii)).
Next, a photoresist was patterned on the graphene
substrate via photolithography (Figure 1a(iii)). PPy-ATP
films were then synthesized from the mixture of
pyrrole and ATP aqueous solution by the electroche-
mical deposition method (Figure 1a(iv)).20 Note that
the polypyrrole was deposited only on the exposed
graphene regions since the photoresist pattern worked
as a passivation layer. During the deposition process,
negatively charged ATP molecules were incorporated
into polypyrrole to stabilize the positively charged
backbone of polypyrrole. Finally, the photoresist was
removed by acetone (Figure 1a(v)), resulting in gra-
phene�polymer hybrid structures for a controlled
in vitromotility assay (Figure 1a(vi)). Note that this pro-
cess can be done at rather low temperature using only
conventional microfabrication facilities, and thus it is
readily accessible to present device manufacturing.
Figure 1b shows a schematic diagram depicting the

real-time control ofmotor protein utilizing the graphene�
polymer hybrid device. For the in vitromotility assay of
motor protein, we used actin filaments and myosin
(actomyosin), one of the linearmotor protein systems.28

The detailed procedure of the in vitro motility assay on
the graphene�polymer hybrid device can be found in
theMaterials andMethods section. Briefly, thegraphene�
polymer hybrid device was first incubated with
heavy meromyosin (HMM) which was produced from
a full-length myosin II protein isolated from rabbit
skeletal muscle. HMM consists of the myosin head
subfragment-1 (S1), including two light chains, and
the coiled-coil subfragment-2 (S2) and has a motor
activity. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was then infused
into the device to prevent the nonspecific adsorption of
actin filaments.29 Rhodamine phalloidin-labeled actin
filaments were infused into the device, followed by the
motility buffer (3 mg 3mL�1

D-glucose, 50 units 3mL�1

glucose oxidase, 52 units 3mL�1 catalase in actin
buffer). The labeled actin filaments were observed via

fluorescencemicroscopy. The functionalized graphene
substratewas utilized as a transparent electrode for the
observation of fluorescence-labeled actin filaments
and the stimulation of PPy-ATP patterns. When a nega-
tive bias voltage was applied to the PPy-ATP patterns
through the graphene, the PPy-ATP patterns were
stimulated, and the incorporated ATP molecules were
released from the PPy-ATP patterns.20,22 These electro-
chemically released ATP molecules provided chemical
energy to the actomyosin system. Note that the dimen-
sion of PPy-ATP patterns with graphene electrodes can
be readily scalable, and thus they can be easily integrated

into compact devices for nanomechanical systems in the
future. Furthermore, since, in this strategy, the electrical
stimuli was utilized to control the ATP release rather than
to directly affect themotor protein, we can expect rather
low damages onto the motor protein.
Figure 1c shows an optical image showing the

transparency of graphene on a cover glass. The black
dotted square represents the graphene area whose
transparency appeared similar to that of the glass area.
Note that the underlying letters could be seen through
the transparent graphene. The transparency of our gra-
phenewithin the visible region (380�770 nm) wasmeas-
ured as 94.9% (Figure S1 in Supporting Information).30

The excellent transparency of graphene allowed us
to observe fluorescence-labeled actin filaments well
through the graphene.
Figure 1d shows the optical micrograph of PPy-ATP

patterns on a graphene substrate. Numerous PPy-ATP
patterns (square-shaped black regions) were uniformly
distributed over the large graphene area. The gra-
phene region between the PPy-ATP patterns appeared
as transparent as the glass region. In our strategy,
large-scale graphene worked as a transparent elec-
trode, sowe could stimulate all PPy-ATP patterns over a
large area through the graphene without any addi-
tional interconnection.
To utilize graphene for nanomechanical systems

based on motor protein, graphene should support
actomyosin motility well. We performed an in vitro

Figure 2. Transportationof actinfilaments inducedbymotor
proteins on functionalized graphene surfaces. (a) Fluores-
cence micrograph of actin filaments on a bare graphene
surface. (b) Fluorescencemicrograph of actin filaments on an
amine-functionalized graphene surface. (c) Graph showing
the average speed of actin filaments on conventional sub-
strates (a glass substrate coated with nitrocellulose or 3-ami-
nopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)) and various graphene
substrates functionalized with 1-pyrenebutanol (Py-OH),
1-pyrenebutyl amine (Py-NH2), 1-pyrenebutyric acid N-hy-
droxysuccinimide ester (Py-NHS), or 1-pyrenebutyric acid
(Py-COOH). The error bars represent the standard errors of
themean from the data. Note that themotility on the amine-
or the NHS-functionalized graphene was as high as that on
the conventional substrates.
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actomyosin motility assay on a graphene surface.
Figure 2a shows the fluorescence micrograph of actin
filaments on a bare graphene surface (see Supporting
Information movie S1). In the case of bare graphene,
most of the actin filamentswere floating in the solution
without interacting with myosin. Only a few actin
filaments moved on the bare graphene surface, but
they soon detached from the surface. It indicates that
the bare graphene could not support actomyosin
motility well. Similar behavior has been found from
the actomyosin system on carbon nanotube networks
as we reported previously.31 Presumably, protein shows
bad adhesion on superhydrophobic surfaces such as
grapheneand carbonnanotubes,32�34 althoughmyosin
adhered well to moderately hydrophobic surfaces.35

To improve actomyosin motility, graphene was
functionalized with various molecular species such
as 1-pyrenebutanol (Py-OH), 1-pyrenebutyl amine
(Py-NH2), 1-pyrenebutyric acid N-hydroxysuccinimide
ester (Py-NHS), or 1-pyrenebutyric acid (Py-COOH). Then,
we performed the motility assay on these differently
functionalized graphene surfaces. Figure 2b shows the
fluorescence micrograph of actin filaments interacting
with myosin on Py-NH2-functionalized graphene (see
Supporting Information movie S1). Most of the actin
filaments bound well to myosin on the functionalized
graphene surface and exhibited good motility. We
confirmed that the number of actin filaments increased
on functionalized graphene compared to bare gra-
phene. The results show that the functionalization of
graphene enhanced the adhesion and the motility of
actomyosin.
We analyzed the motility of actomyosin on the

functionalized graphene surfaces (Figure 2c). Conven-
tional glass substrates coated with nitrocellulose or
3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) were utilized as
reference surfaces. The average speed of actin filaments
on theglass substrate coatedwithnitrocelluloseorAPTES
was 7.3( 0.1 μm 3 s

�1 (n = 123) or 7.4( 0.1 μm 3 s
�1 (n =

121), respectively. The error bars represent the standard
error of themean from the data. Themotility on the bare
graphene surface was 3.8( 0.5 μm 3 s

�1 (n = 19). On the
other hand, the average speed of actin filaments on the
graphene substrate functionalized with Py-OH, Py-NH2,
Py-NHS, or Py-COOHwas 6.0( 0.2μm 3 s

�1 (n= 84), 8.4(
0.2 μm 3 s

�1 (n = 99), 8.3( 0.2 μm 3 s
�1 (n = 158), or 5.8(

0.1 μm 3 s
�1 (n= 141), respectively. The actin filaments on

the functionalized graphene surfaces moved faster than
those on the bare graphene. Moreover, the actomyosin
motility on the amine- or NHS-functionalized graphene
substratewas comparable or even higher comparedwith
that on the control substrate such as a nitrocellulose- or
APTES-coated glass substrate. Wewould like to point out
that this is the first demonstration of the motor-induced
actin filament transportation on graphene. We also
analyzed themotility of actomyosinon the functionalized
graphene surfaces with different temperatures of 25,

27.5, and 30 �C. In this temperature range, the gliding
speeds of the actin filaments were also found to be
higher on the amine- or NHS-functionalized graphene
substrates than those on the bare graphene surface
(Figure S2 in Supporting Information). It is also worth
mentioning that, for themotility assay in all of our works,
graphene substrates were incubated in 1 mg 3mL�1

HMM solution, that is, a higher HMM concentration than
in previous works using glass substrates (Materials and
Methods).29 It was to ensure a good coverage of HMMon
graphene substrates whose surface properties related
with HMM adsorption was still unknown. However, we
also found that graphene surfaces incubated in lower
concentration HMM solution also provided a reasonable
motility. For example, when a NH2-functionalized gra-
phene substrate incubated in 1 mg 3mL�1 HMM solution
exhibited 8.7 μm 3 s

�1 (n = 24), a similar NH2-functiona-
lized graphene substrate incubated in 0.1 mg 3mL�1

HMM solution had 6.5 μm 3 s
�1 (n = 19) under the same

conditions.
A plausible explanation for different motilities on

functionalized graphene surfaces can be the hydropho-
bicity and charges on the graphene surfaces.36 Previous
works show that the motility of actomyosin was signifi-
cantly reduced on hydrophobic surfaces with its contact
angle larger than 80�.37 The contact angles of bare, OH-
functionalized, NH2-functionalized, NHS-functionalized,
and COOH-functionalized graphene surfaces were mea-
sured as 88, 83, 80, 74, and 81�, respectively (Table S1 in
Supporting Information). Thus, the rather poormotility of
our bare graphene surfaces canbe explainedby the large
contact angle or hydrophobicity of the bare graphene
surfaces. On the other hand, NH2- or NHS-functionalized
graphene surfaces exhibited a rather high mobility of
actomyosin, which can be attributed to the reduced
hydrophobicity of those graphene surfaces compared

Figure 3. Bioluminescence assay showing the release of
ATP from PPy-ATP patterns. (a) Luminescence micrographs
of a graphene�polymer hybrid device when �2 V was
applied (i,iii) or when the voltage was turned off (ii). (b)
Optical micrograph of the graphene�polymer hybrid de-
vice. The black square-shaped regions represent PPy-ATP
patterns. (c) Graph showing the bioluminescence intensity
with different bias voltages onto the graphene substrate.
The bioluminescence intensity was averaged over four
square-shaped PPy-ATP regions. The luminescence inten-
sity indicating ATPmolecules was repeatedly increased and
decreased by electrical stimuli.
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with graphenes with other functionalization. Further-
more, it was reported previously that positive charges
on the substrate enhanced the motility of actomyosin.38

Thus, the positive charges onNH2- or NHS-functionalized
graphene surfaces should have been advantageous for a
high motility compared with other graphene surfaces.
We confirmed the release of ATP from a graphe-

ne�polymer hybrid device via bioluminescence assay
(Figure 3). The mixture of luciferin and luciferase is
often used to indicate ATP molecules.23 Luciferin is
rapidly oxidized by luciferase in the presence of ATP,
producing light. Thus, we can confirm the release of
ATP by observing the luminescence from lucifer-
in�luciferase reaction. Panels a and b of Figure 3 are
the luminescence micrographs at different bias vol-
tages and the optical micrograph of the graphe-
ne�polymer hybrid device, respectively. The four
square-shaped dark regions in the optical micrograph
represent PPy-ATP patterns. The size of the PPy-ATP
pattern was 30 μm � 30 μm, and the space between
the patterns was 70 μm. When a negative bias voltage
of �2 V (vs the counter electrode) was applied to
the graphene�polymer hybrid device, the regions of
the PPy-ATP patterns became brighter (Figure 3a(i,iii)).
The bright regions in the luminescence micrographs
and the PPy-ATP patterns in the optical micrographwere
matched well. With a zero bias voltage, the lumines-
cence in the PPy-ATP regions faded away (Figure 3a(ii)).
This result implies that the incorporated ATPmolecules
were released from the PPy-ATP patterns with the
negative bias voltage, but they were not released after
turning off the voltage.
Figure 3c shows the averaged luminescence inten-

sity of the four PPy-ATP regions as time passed. The
luminescence intensity was repeatedly increased or
decreased, and it coincided with the electrical stimuli.
The PPy-ATP patterns released ATP molecule when-
ever we applied the bias voltage, and the patterns
stopped releasing ATP when we turned off the bias
voltage. The remaining ATP in the buffer solution was
consumed by the luciferase as time passed, thus the
luminescence intensity decreased slowly. It should be
noted that the ATP molecules were repeatedly re-
leased from the graphene�polymer hybrid structures
by the electrical stimuli.
We estimated how much ATP can be stored in each

PPy-ATP pattern and can be released from it. The
detailed explanation can be found in Supporting In-
formation (supplementary note 1, Figure S3, and Fig-
ure S4a). In brief, the initial ATP concentration within a
PPy-ATP pattern was estimated as 1.7 M. Then, ATP
release from the PPy-ATP patterns was simulated using
a commercial finite element method package, COM-
SOL Multiphysics. We modeled a graphene�polymer
hybrid system based on the thin layer diffusion
model.39 On the basis of the results from the COMSOL
simulation, ATP concentration inside the PPy-ATP

patch was estimated as 1.70 M at 0 s, 1.69 M at 10 s,
and 1.68 M at 20 s during the application of a negative
bias voltage (�1 V vs the counter electrode) (Figure S4a
in Supporting Information). Therefore, 1� 10�14mol of
ATP was released from each PPy-ATP pattern for each
10 s at the initial stage. Assuming that the ATP in our
present PPy-ATP patterns was used up to fill our flow
cell with its dimension of 1 cm� 0.8 cm� 150 μm (W�
L � H), the ATP concentration in the flow cell could
increase up to 1.02 mM, which is already higher than
the maximum ATP concentration limit of ∼0.5 mM by
the DMNPE-caged ATPmethod.8 However, it also should
be noted that the maximum possible ATP concentration
by our method can be increased much further simply by
using larger-size PPy-ATP patterns, implying that our
method can be utilized to control the ATP concentration
from zero up to a very high concentration.
We demonstrated the real-time control of actomyo-

sin motility using the graphene�polymer hybrid de-
vice (Figure 4). Figure 4a is the time series of
fluorescence micrographs showing the activation of
actomyosin by electrical stimuli (see Supporting Infor-
mationmovie S2). A PPy-ATP patternwas located in the
bottom left of the figure (a red solid line). Before
electrical stimuli, actin filaments on myosin did not
move at all because there was no ATP in the buffer
solution (Figure 4a(i,ii)). When a negative bias voltage
(�1 V vs the counter electrode) was applied to PPy-ATP
patterns through the graphene, actin filaments began
to move (Figure 4a(iii,iv)). The trajectory of actin fila-
ments are represented by white dotted lines in
Figure 4a(iv). The amount of the released ATP by
short-time electrical stimuli (20 s) was enough to
maintain actomyosin motility over an hour. Interest-
ingly, actin filaments which were close to the PPy-ATP
pattern (white arrows in Figure 4a(iii)) began to move
first. It implies that the ATP concentration near the PPy-
ATP pattern was initially higher than the other region.
One should be cautious about the stability of acto-

myosin motility on the graphene�polymer hybrid
device because high electrical currents may cause
the degradation of protein. During the motility experi-
ments, wemostly applied�1 V bias onto the graphene
electrode, while �2 V or higher bias voltage was
utilized only for a short time period (<3 s). However,
the actomyosin motility did not change even after
long-time electrical stimuli (over 3min), indicating that
the degradation of actomyosin by the electrical stimuli
was negligible (Figure S5 in Supporting Information).
Presumably, since a negative bias voltage was applied
to the graphene electrode with myosin, the reactive
oxygen species which might have been generated and
damage protein should have been repulsed from the
electrode, and thus the damage on the myosin might be
minimizedduringour experiment.40At the same time, the
generation of waste heat should be taken into account.
The measured current was ∼300 nA when �1 V (vs the
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counter electrode) was applied to the graphene elec-
trode. Thus, 3 � 10�7 J 3 s

�1 of electric power was
generated. Assuming that 100% of the electric power
was used for heating thewater in the flow cell during the
application of the�1 V for 10 s, it can be inferred that the
water in the flow cell was heated by only 9.5 � 10�5 �C
and therefore the heating effect was negligible.
We analyzed the speed of actin filaments in two

different regions: a region within 20 μm from PPy-ATP
patterns and outside of this region (Figure 4b). When a
bias voltage (�1 V vs the counter electrode) was applied
to thePPy-ATPpatterns throughgraphene, actinfilaments
in regions within 20 μm from the PPy-ATP patternmoved
first. Moreover, their average speed was higher than that
outside of the regions while the voltage was applied. It is
because the release of ATP occurred from the PPy-ATP
patterns, and the released ATP diffused away from it.
Presumably, the speed of actin filaments depends on the
concentration of ATP,41 so the actin filaments which were
close to the PPy-ATP moved faster than others.
We demonstrated that the response of our graphe-

ne�polymer hybrid device could be regulated by
controlling the viscosity of the surrounding media

(Figure 4c). In this experiment, methylcellulose (MC)
was added to increase the viscosity of the surrounding
media. MC has been often used in an in vitro motility
assay to prevent desorption of actin filaments from a
substrate coated with the low density of myosin, while
it was known that MC does not affect the motility of
actomyosin.42 Red, blue, and green solid lines in the
graph represent the average speed of actin filaments in
the buffer solution with no MC, 0.03% MC, and 0.3%
MC, respectively. In this case, the gliding speed of
actin filament was averaged over the whole regions.
When�1 V bias voltage (vs the counter electrode) was
applied to the PPy-ATP patterns from 15 to 35 s, the
biomotor activity was turned on in all cases. For example,
without MC, the gliding speed of actin filaments after the
electrical stimuli for 20 s was 1.25 μm 3 s

�1, which corre-
sponds to the released ATP concentration of 16.4 μM
(Figure 4c and Supporting Information Figure S3). How-
ever, actin filaments in the buffer solution with higher
viscosity moved more slowly than those in the less
viscous solutions. SinceMC itself was known not to affect
the motility of actomyosin directly,42 such a difference
can be attributed to the slow diffusion of ATP in viscous

Figure 4. Controlled actomyosin motility utilizing graphene�polymer hybrid nanostructures. (a) Time series of fluorescence
micrographs showing controlled actomyosinmotility by electrical stimuli. A PPy-ATPpatternwas located in the bottom left of
the figure (a red solid line). The experiment was performed in a buffer solution with 0.03% methylcellulose (MC). Note that
actin filaments did notmove before a voltagewas applied (i,ii). (iii) Actin filaments close to a PPy-ATP pattern began tomove.
The moving actin filaments were indicated by white arrows. (iv) Actin filaments in all regions moved. The trajectories were
represented by white dotted lines. (b) Graph showing the average speeds of actin filaments in the regions within 20 μm from
PPy-ATP patterns and outside of the regions. Blue and red lines represent the speeds of actin filaments in the regions within
20 μm from PPy-ATP patterns and outside of the regions, respectively. (c) Average speeds of actin filaments on a
graphene�polymer hybrid device in solutions with different viscosity. Red, blue, and green lines represent the average
speed of actin filaments in a buffer solution with no MC, 0.03% MC, and 0.3% MC, respectively. The black dotted lines
represent the simulated speed of actin filaments in each case. To calculate the simulation speed, the ATP concentration in the
graphene�polymer hybrid device was first obtained from the simulation based on the thin layer diffusion model (Figure
S4),43 and then, the simulated speeds were calculated from the simulated ATP concentration using the measured
Michaelis�Menten relationship (Figure S3 in Supporting Information).44 Note that the speed of actin filaments decreased
as the viscosity of the solution increased. (d) Graph showing the repeated activation of actomyosin in a buffer solution
without MC. Two different bias voltages (�1 V at 50 s and�3 V at 250 s) were applied to the graphene substrate for 3 s. After
actomyosin was activated by the electrical stimuli, the speed of actin filaments was rapidly decreased because hexokinase
consumed the released ATP. The actomyosin was repeatedly activated by the electrical stimuli in real-time.
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buffer solution. Presumably, the high viscosity of the
solution slowed the release and the diffusion of ATP
molecules from PPy-ATP patterns.
The release of ATP from the graphene�polymer

hybrid devices was modeled by the finite element
method (supplementary note 1, Figure S3, and Figure
S4 in Supporting Information). The black dotted lines in
Figure 4c represent the simulated speeds of actin fila-
ments. In this work, the ATP concentration in the
graphene�polymer hybrid device was first obtained
from the simulation based on the thin layer diffusion
model (Figure S4).43 Then, the simulated speeds of actin
filaments were then calculated from the simulated ATP
concentration using the measured Michaelis�Menten
relationship (FigureS3 in Supporting Information).44 The
simulated speeds of actin filaments and the experimen-
tal results coincidedwell (Figure 4c). It clearly shows that
the release of ATP was predictable, and the response of
graphene�polymer hybrid devices could be regulated
by controlling the viscosity of solutions.
We also demonstrated the repeated activation of

actomysoin (Figure 4d and Supporting Information
movie S3). It took over an hour for actomyosin to
deplete the released ATP molecules; therefore, it is
necessary to remove the released ATP for the repeated
release of ATP. For quick ATP consumption, we added
0.24 units 3mL�1 hexokinase to the motility solution.6,7

Hexokinase catalyzes ATP hydrolysis in the presence of
glucose, and thus theATP concentration in the flowcell
was rapidly decreased by hexokinase. At first, when�1
Vwas applied to the graphene�polymer hybrid device
for 3 s, actin filaments began to move. As the ATP
molecules diffused from the PPy-ATP pattern, the
speed of actin filaments was increased for a while.
After that, the speed of actin filaments was decreased.
Then actin filaments stopped because hexokinase
depleted the released ATP. As shown in Supporting
Information movie S3, actin filaments became short
as time goes by. In this experiment, because hexoki-
nase consumed the released ATP, the ATP concentra-
tion was not enough to activate all myosin on the

graphene�polymer hybrid device. Therefore, actin
filaments were broken by unactivated myosin over
time.45 After�3 Vwas applied to the device for 3 s, the
actin filaments began to move again. We would like to
point out that the actomyosin was repeatedly acti-
vated in real-time by electrical stimuli.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we report a strategy to control the
transportation of actin filaments propelled by motor
proteins in real-time using a graphene�polymer hy-
brid nanostructure as an integrated bioenergy storage
device. Using the functionalized graphene, we success-
fully performed an in vitro motility assay on the gra-
phene surface. PPy-ATP patterns were fabricated and
aligned onto a desired location on the functionalized
graphene and utilized as bioenergy containers for
motor protein. ATP molecules were released from
PPy-ATP patterns by electrical stimuli through the
graphene substrates, which turned on the motility of
the motor protein. Interestingly, the response of the
graphene�polymer hybrid device could be regulated
by controlling the viscosity of the surrounding media.
Furthermore, we also demonstrated the repeated acti-
vation and deactivation of protein motors using the
media with hexokinase, which depleted extra ATP. This
built-in energy storage system can enable the local
activation of motor protein with on/off switching,
which should be useful for the applications requiring
the sequential activation of multiple steps such as a
motor-protein-based biosensor.46 In addition, by com-
bining our devices with previous motility control
methods such as tracks for control of the sliding
direction, widely spaced open zones for motility,47

rectifiers,48,49 and use of cytoskeletal filaments as
shuttles,50�53 one should be able to open up many
new practical applications such as devices for con-
trolled transfer of cargoes between different compart-
ments in lab-on-a-chip applications. Thus, this hybrid
platform can be a major breakthrough toward bioin-
spired nanomechanical systems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fabrication of PPy-ATP Patterns on Functionalized Graphene. Multi-
layered graphene grownby a CVDmethodwas transferred onto
anoxygenplasma-cleanedcover glass as describedpreviously.54�56

The transferred graphene substrate was placed in a 1-pyrene-
butylamine solution (1 mM in dimethyl sulfoxide) for 8 h, rinsed
with ethanol, and then dried in a nitrogen gas flow. A Ti/Au (100/
300 Å) electrode was fabricated on the graphene substrate via

thermal evaporation through a shadow mask. After patterning
AZ5214 photoresist via photolithography, PPy-ATP films were
synthesized from themixture of 0.1Mpyrrole and 20mMATP in
an aqueous solution at þ0.8 V (vs a Ag/AgCl reference electrode)
using the electrochemical depositionmethod.20 The ATP�pyrrole
solution was kept at 4 �C during the deposition process.

The photoresist pattern was utilized as a passivation layer, and
therefore, PPy-ATP films were deposited only on the uncovered
graphene surface. After then, the photoresist was removed by
acetone, and the substrate was rinsed several times with
acetone and deionized water. The substrate was placed in
deionizedwater for 10min to removeweakly boundATPmolecules
on the surface of PPy-ATP patterns and then dried in nitrogen gas
flow. The PPy-ATP film thickness measured by atomic force micro-
scopy (AFM) was about 1 μm. Note that, since this patterning
process is based on photolithography, it can be utilized to generate
various nano- and microscale patterns over large surface area.57

In Vitro Motility Assay. Actin and myosin were extracted from
rabbit skeletal muscle. Myosin was digested to be utilized in
forms of heavymeromyosin (HMM) by themethod as described
by Kron et al.29 Actin filaments were stabilized and labeled with
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tetramethylrhodamine phalloidin (adsorption maximum wave-
length = 540 nm, emissionmaximumwavelength= 565 nm, R415,
Invitrogen). For the motility assay on the functionalized graphene
surfaces, the flow cell was constructed with scotch double-sided
tapes and a cover glass. The flow cells were first incubated with
1mg 3mL�1HMM for 3min, 0.75mg 3mL�1 bovine serumalbumin
(BSA), and 2 μg 3mL�1 labeled actin filaments infused into the flow
cell in sequence and incubated in the flow cell for 1 min. Actin
buffer (AB) (25 mM imidazole pH 7.4, 25 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2,
1 mM EGTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)) was infused to wash the
flow cell between each step. Unlabeled actin filaments were not
used to passivate dead myosin in this experiment, unlike the
conventional in vitro motility assay,23 because the residual un-
labeled actin filaments could result in unexpected ATP consump-
tion. Finally, the motility solution (3 mg 3mL�1

D-glucose, 50
units 3mL�1 glucose oxidase, 52 units 3mL�1 catalase, 2 mM ATP
in AB buffer) with 0.3% MC was infused to the flow cell, and the
motility of labeled actin filaments was observed through the
transparent graphene substrates via a fluorescent microscope.

For the real-time controlled motility assay using a graphene�
polymer hybrid device, a flow cell was constructed with scotch
double-sided tapes and a Ti/Au (100/300 Å) evaporated cover
slide as a spacer and a counter electrode, respectively. We used
the two-electrode system because the flow cell was too small
to use the reference electrode.58 The in vitromotility procedure
was the same as described above except the motility solution
(3 mg 3mL�1

D-glucose, 50 units 3mL�1 glucose oxidase, 52
units 3mL�1 catalase in AB buffer) with the different concentration
of MC. The flow-cell temperature was kept at 30 �C throughout
all of our experiments except a temperature-controlled experi-
ment. The temperature was controlled using an incubation
system for microscope (Tokai Hit Co., Ltd.).

Bioluminescence Assay. We used a bioluminescence assay kit
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. A 25-fold dilution of ATP assay
mix stock solution was used. The flow cell of a graphene�
polymer hybrid device was constructed with scotch double-
sided tapes and a Ti/Au (100/300 Å) evaporated cover slide as a
spacer and a counter electrode, respectively. The ATP assay mix
stock solutionwas infused into the flow cell, and then the negative
bias voltage (�2 V vs the counter electrode) was repeatedly
applied to the flow cell. The luminescence from the reaction was
observed via fluorescence microscopy at a FITC channel.

Optical Imaging and ImageProcessing. Actomyosinmotility in the flow
cell was observed via a fluorescent microscope (Nikon, TE2000U)
equipped with an EMCCD (Nikon, DQC FS) and a LED light source
(CustomInterconnectLtd., CoolLED).CoolLEDpE-1excitationsystem
(Custom Interconnect Ltd., CoolLED) with excitation at 550nmand a
TRITC filter (Nikon, EX 540/25, DM 565, BA 605/55) were used for
fluorescence imaging.Weanalyzed the trajectories of actin filaments
using Metamorph analysis software (Molecular Devices).
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